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Add element (i) to the cart Go to the checkout and choose Klarna Enter information on the debit or credit card. To check the admissibility, Klarna performs a soft research with a credit reference agency. This does not affect your credit score. Distribute the cost in 3 interest without interest. The first payment is made at the time of purchase, with the
remaining 2 payments automatically scheduled every 30 days. No taxes. It is necessary to be 18+ to use this credit offer. Credit subject to status. The t & c apps. Klarna uses soft searches with credit reference agencies. These do not affect your credit rating. Missed payments can influence your ability to use Klarna. Pays in 3 installments complete
terms. Product 1009028 Audio C3 (Black) . JPG 460 460 GBP Outofstock /Hi-Fi /Hi-Fi /Hi-Fi Speakers /Home Cinema /Hi-Fi /Hi-Fi Speakers /on the wall /ceiling speakers /home cinema /speakers & soundbars /on the wall /ceiling speakers / Home Cinema /Speakers & Soundbars /Custom /Large Installation /Free Delivery No Voucher the angled audio
C3 is a compact and angular diffuser that punches hard. Corner assembly
During the characteristic corner assembly, the C3 angled audio adapts perfectly where others do not do it. Positone against walls right or between wall and ceiling. Once in place, the speaker is not only the most possible onebrusive, but it also spreads the sound without a solution of continuity in a vast area, making it ideal for background music or as
a home cinema effect diffuser. Wall support, as a perfect support for patented triangular wardrobes, speakers C3 are equipped with a type of hole, screw wall support, saving the additional cost of a bracket. The design also ensures the seat of loudspeakersagainst the walls / ceiling for an elegant solution. Much more than simply a highly functional
design, the Cornered Audio C3 produces high quality sound. The two-way design uses a silk dome tweeter for the perfect balance in providing the sound that cuts through the background noise, without playing hard. The woofer is small but, thanks to its ultra long-throw design, punches hard, giving a well balanced sound. Corner Audio 0 0 CORN-C3BLK add-to-cart sku:CORN-C3-BLK manufacturer description: Cornered Audio Warranty Code: 6 Year Speaker Warranty - Free Security_code:6 Year Speaker Guarantee - Free_description: Angle Speakers for Couple Brand:Cornered Audio Manufacturer_model:CORN-C3-BLK pre_amplifier:No product_status:Special buyonlinestatus: SO
bv_feed_exclude:No srp:460.000000 vipPrice:0.000000 Angle speakers Audio Corners Per Pair Cornered Audio CORN-C3-BLK No Special SO CORN-C3-BLK 460.000000 0.000000 6 years Speaker Warranty - Free 6 years Speaker Warranty - Gratis No No No No No No No No No No No. 2,7 No. No Nowww.richersounds.com/hi-fi-accessories/speakercables.html No. Nope No. Nope No. Nope No.No no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no no, You would like to trade and we will return you within 2 business days (but usually a little earlier) with a quote. Do you have any questions about this article that you would like to
answer? Or have you seen him cheaper elsewhere and we'd like us to beat him? Send us the details below and we will be back soon (usually within 24 hours, before during opening hours) Warranty length 3 years Brand Cornered Audio Design: Corner, very compactLF: 4" Ultra Long Throw WooferHF: 1" Silk Dome tweeter Cabinet: ABS with MDF
bafflePower Handling (IEC268): 80WPeak Power Handling: 320WSensitivity: (2,83V/1m) 86dBMaximum SPL: 105dBPeak Maximum SPL: 111dBRBased post: 70-25,000 HzNominal Impedance: 8 2.7 kg See all... See less... Cornered Audio C3 Corner Speaker, supplied in pair, is an extremely compact speaker designed for hi-fi sound and home cinema
in small and medium-sized rooms. With an ultra long 4" woofer and a 1" tweeter with silk dome, the C3 offers a wide dispersion and excellent audio while taking care of a minimum of space. This high quality audio speaker has a wide dispersion and will fill your entire room with sound. Wall mounting Mount without brackets with only two screws that
cross the speaker cabinet. With a hidden cable terminal, it can be installed elegantly vertically and horizontally. The compact solution C3 angle speaker is the perfect choice as a full range speaker for compact living rooms, or as a home cinema speaker and surround speaker for the C4 model. The Cornered C5 is a two-way speaker with a lowprolonged performance thanks to the use of an advanced passive woofer. You will experience surprisingly strong sound pressure from the compact aluminum cabinet - also thanks to the high sensitivity of the speaker - so also size amplifiersThey will allow the speaker to fill your room with a quality sound. The tweeter tweeter Clean and crunchy high
frequencies over 25 KHz. The tweeter has an excellent dispersion, which makes it perfect for the woofer. The C5 cable solution is innovative and discreet, since there is no visible cable terminal. Instead, the speaker's cable is performed in a slot on the back of the cabinet, making the installation pleasant to the eye as the ear. The German magazine
Hifi Test did a very positive test of the C5 model. They place it in the "Oberklasse" category and give him very high signs; Based on the corner! There are residential situations in which compact speakers cannot be installed or where the most invisible possible must remain. Special speakers such as Cornred Audio's C5 offer themselves as resolutions of
problems in such cases - but they sound convincing? Cornered Audio is the brand of the Danish producer of diffusers, since the Scandinavians have specialized in the development and production of audio systems for corners. The positioning of speakers in the corner between two walls - or horizontally between the wall and the ceiling - has some
unbeatable advantages: first of all it makes the speaker system extremely compact and onebrusive. And at the same time the speakers use the walls to amplify the low frequency output. The speakers of this type can therefore be very compact and still provide the complete audio spectrum, up to the lowest bass. The Angled Audio C5i Danesi of
Cornered Audio provide a real resolver of problems with the C5, because with dimensions of about 44 x 20 x 14 centimeters, the C5 is suitable for practically any corner. The very well done wardrobe is made of extruded aluminum and is therefore extremely stable. While the rear of the C5 is made with a 90 degree angle, the front is slightly curved
with the front cover in silver-gray covering the screw holes for the Wall. The wiring of the C5 is made practically invisible, since there is a small Grove in the back of the "horn" horn "horn" which allows problem free installation of the speaker cable in the corner of the room. In order not to have any speaker terminals interfering on the back, it has
been moved to the front of the cabinet. The cable is then simply passed through a tube going through the cabinet and out the rear. As an option, the C5 is also available in black or white.The C5 is acoustically and mechanically anything but a compromise, because with high-quality drivers and a solid cabinet, the C5 has optimal conditions for good
sound. The bass features a 13-centimeter low-mid driver which is supported by an additional13-centimeter passive woofer. A tweeter with a 25-mm silk dome is responsible for the dynamic high frequency response. As the C5 is an 8-ohm speaker with a good efficiency just short of 90 decibels, the corner speaker can deliver significant output even with
small amplifiers and if needed it easily handles more than 100 watt.Laboratory test:To document the loudspeakers acoustic design for corners, we have conducted two test procedures: one in the acoustics lab and another in a corner of the room. In reflection free standard measurements in the acoustic laboratory, the C5 proves itself as very balanced
and amazes with excellent dispersion characteristics, which even at an angle remains virtually unchanged. In the free field measurements, the compact C5 drops naturally in level below 120 hertz which documents the acoustically relevant "energy distribution" under real corner conditions. With four screws we easily installed a pair of C5's in the
corners of our test chamber in a matter of ten minutes. Measuring again in this position, the C5 proved to deliver strong bass and even delivered serious sound pressure below 60 Hz.In the Listening room:Quality playback devices such as an RG 14 integrated amplifier and a Primare CD22 CD player was used. Tears for Fears provided the music in the
form of the excellent produced album "The Collection". "Sowing the Seeds of Love" was reproduced by the C5 in full bandwidth, from the deepest synthesizer bass line right through to fine hissing cymbals. And the best part; the voice of front man Roland Orzabal sounded strikingly with all his special tonations, exactly as it should be. We discovered a
further practical advantage of the Cornered C5 in the listening test: There is no distinct "Sweet Spot". At almost all positions in the room, it is possible to enjoy perfect music. Great! By the way: Nothing speaks against using the C5 as Surround speakers, and as rear speakers they are even perfect!Conclusion:The excellent made corner speaker C5
from Cornered Audio are perfect for use in space-critical situations or whenever sound systems should be mounted as invisible as possible. And they play very well indeed. Apart from extreme volume and abysmal lows, the C5 hold any comparison against conventional compact speakers. Cornered Audio C5 - a real alternative and a serious
recommendationTest Information Shows that in the free field measurements in our laboratory, the C5 is quite balanced, and its radiation characteristics are excellent. The somewhat subdued bass in free field is relativized in a corner installation in the listening room, because then the lower cut-off frequency is increased to about 80 HzCornered C5
Specifications¢ÃÂ¢Â Power handling, IEC268: 100 watt¢ÃÂ¢Â Power handling, peak: 400 watt¢ÃÂ¢Â Sensitivity, 2,83V/1m: 88 dB¢ÃÂ¢Â Maximum SPL, long term: 108 dB¢ÃÂ¢Â Maximum SPL, peak: 114 dB¢ÃÂ¢Â Frequency response: 59-25.000 Hz¢ÃÂ¢Â Nominal impedance: 8 ohm¢ÃÂ¢Â Weight: 4,1 kg¢ÃÂ¢Â Measurement:
434x211x137mm¢ÃÂ¢Â Finish: Aluminium, black, whitePage 2 Ã Â Ã Â
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